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Abstract 

The first substantial experimental measurements of mass transfer in a rotating spiral channel 

are reported for counter-current physical desorption of a range of organic solutes from water 

into air.  General relations in terms of bulk properties are developed that allow analysis and 

comparison across different solute properties, operating conditions and contacting equipment.  

The phase flow rate ratio and cleaned-phase throughput per passage volume emerge as 

parameters of principal importance, the former measuring sufficiency of solvent phase flow 

and the later mass transfer effectiveness and, consequently, required device size.  The 

analytical solution for an infinitely wide channel is used to probe the finite-width 

experimental results and an apparently universal pattern of differences involving a peak in 

mass transfer coefficient emerges.  As liquid flow rate decreases, the thickness of the liquid 

layer decreases and the mass transfer coefficient rises.  But with further decrease in liquid 

flow rate and liquid layer thickness, an increasing fraction of the liquid flows in the corner 

regions under the end-wall menisci and the poor contact in these regions leads to a falling 

mass transfer coefficient.  The peak is found to occur at a similar liquid layer thickness 

regardless of gas flow rate or solute equilibrium characteristics.  Comparison is made with 

packed columns and rotating packed beds using available data in the literature.  The rotating 

spiral performance suggests device sizes will be many times smaller than those for the two 

packed devices considered.  Dependence of rotating spiral device volume on the square of 

channel size is demonstrated, showing that further reduction in device volume is possible. 

   

Key words: rotating spiral channel, mass transfer, desorption, gas-liquid interface, Coriolis 

acceleration, centrifugal acceleration 
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1. Introduction 

 The idea of a rotating spiral channel to guide two fluid phases in counter-current flow 

was put forward in a series of patents by Podbielniak in the 1930s (Podbielniak, 1935, 1936, 

1937, 1938).  However, no experimental results from such devices were reported in the 

literature until the idea was picked up independently by MacInnes et al. (2010, 2012).  

Podbielniak and his collaborators continued with rotating designs packed with various 

configurations of concentric cylindrical shells, apparently finding the spiral idea unworkable.  

In MacInnes and Zambri (2015), this early work was briefly reviewed and it was pointed out 

that the spiral would have been unsuccessful there for several reasons: the rotation axis was 

placed horizontally rather than vertically, interface stability limits were likely exceeded and 

the inlet and outlet configurations at the spiral ends allowed uncontrolled phase interaction. 

 MacInnes and Zambri (2015) demonstrated successful operation for gas-liquid 

contacting over a wide range of phase flow rates and liquid layer thickness in a general-

purpose research device designed using the analytical theory for an infinite width channel 

(MacInnes et al., 2012).  Detailed determination of interface shape and liquid layer thickness 

using imaging through a glass cover window and a model for the interface shape showed 

good agreement with the infinite channel theory, provided the height of the menisci formed at 

the side walls remained sufficiently small compared to the liquid layer thickness.  Most 

importantly the work showed that the parallel flow of the gas and liquid in approximately 

uniform layers could be controlled and remain stable over wide ranges of conditions as 

predicted by the theory.  This opens the way now for using the spiral to produce controlled 

mass transfer at far smaller scale than achieved with any other contacting method.  Since the 

size of a contacting device, for a given throughput, depends on the square of the contacting 

scale (MacInnes et al., 2012) there is considerable benefit to be gained. 

 The objective here is to produce a range of mass transfer data and use this to 

characterise the mass transfer coefficient behaviour and to compare with other types of 

contactor.  In particular, desorption of a dilute organic solute species (ethanol, acetonitrile, 

acetone or butanone) from water into air using the rotating spiral apparatus of MacInnes and 

Zambri (2015) are measured over a range of phase flow rates.  The most important property 

of these phase and solute systems is the equilibrium distribution of the solute between the two 

phases, represented here by the equilibrium ratio of the mole fractions in the solvent phase 
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(air) and the cleaned phase (water) and given the symbol Sf   (the slope of the equilibrium 

function).  The parameter Sf   may in practice range over orders of magnitude and, since this 

is linked to the required relative amounts of solvent and cleaned phase that must be used, the 

flow rate ratio of the two phases also varies considerably and will affect mass transfer 

performance.  Other parameters include the gas and liquid phase Reynolds numbers and 

ratios of the physical properties of the two phases.  The use of the water-air system 

throughout the present work means that there is relatively little variation in the phase 

properties and so, for example, the ratio of the phase Reynolds numbers depends 

approximately only on the flow rate ratio of the phases.  Liquid viscosity may in other cases 

be far greater than that of the water considered here.  In previous work using amine solutions 

to absorb CO2 from a gas stream (MacInnes et al., 2017) the spiral has been successfully 

operated with liquid viscosities up to 10 cP and in MacInnes and Zambri (2015) viscosities 

up to 60 cP were routinely tested.  The effect of viscosity on mass transfer is not determined 

here, but it is clear that the same methods and principles would apply. 

A general theoretical framework for physical mass transfer is developed allowing 

consistent analysis of experimental data for both counter-current and co-current flow, 

whether for absorption or desorption and whether linear or radial flow is involved.  The  

standard theory (e.g. Sherwood et al. 1975) is presented in a unified form allowing essential 

features to stand out clearly.  Following Edmister (1957), the usual formula for determining 

overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient is recast as a design equation linking purification 

with the phase flow rate ratio, the residence time of the cleaned phase and the specific 

throughput, a contacting effectiveness parameter (MacInnes et al., 2012).  The specific 

throughput is the cleaned phase flow rate per contacting passage volume for one equilibrium 

stage.  Comparison of different devices or conditions, it is argued, should be based on the 

specific throughput divided by the number of stages required to reach a given purification, 

which is the throughput per total passage volume.  This ‘total’ specific throughput is the 

metric used to place the rotating spiral results obtained here into context with alternative 

devices performing similar separation tasks.  Comparison is made with mass transfer data 

from the literature for packed columns and rotating packed beds, the two most prominent 

devices in use for achieving continuous counter-current contacting.  The distillation data of 

MacInnes et al. (2010) using a channel that is one fifth the size of the spiral channel used here 

can also be included to demonstrate the increasing performance with decreasing channel size. 
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 Use of the analytical theory for an infinitely wide spiral channel (MacInnes et al., 

2012) will be helpful for interpreting the experimental results from the finite-width 

experimental channel.  In the experimental channel, the liquid layer will have an aspect ratio 

of at least 20 and the gas layer of about 2.6.  These relatively large aspect ratios suggest that 

the behaviour of an infinite width channel should be relevant if not quantitatively precise.  

This ‘wide channel’ model has been used to predict hydrodynamic features in MacInnes and 

Zambri (2015). 

 

 

2. Mass transfer relations 

Fig. 1 represents the general situation of counter-current flow where the phase that is 

being cleaned of a solute species flows in the positive x direction and the solvent phase 

receiving the solute flows in the negative x  direction.  The total contacting length is L  and 

other key parameters are the phase interfacial area per unit passage volume, Pa , and the 

volume fraction of the cleaned phase, C , in the space of the contacting passage.  For the 

desorption experiments conducted here, the liquid phase initially contains the solute species 

and is thus the cleaned phase and the gas phase into which the solute is desorbed is the 

solvent phase.  But the relations developed in this section apply equally to absorption simply 

by noting that the cleaned phase is then the gas with the solvent phase the liquid.  No 

significance is attached to the depiction in Fig. 1 of the cleaned phase as a dispersed phase.  It 

could equally be the continuous phase and the dispersed phase could be either drops or 

bubbles, as the case may be, or indeed neither as is the case for the rotating spiral where the 

phases do not mix. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Counter-current fluid-phase contacting nomenclature. 

 

xL0
dx

Cleaned
phase

Solvent
phase

CPa   , 
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Using the specific interface area based on passage volume, Pa , is a departure from the 

convention in packed column analysis, where area per volume including that occupied by the 

packing material (a) is used.  Where comparisons are required, the relation Paa   must be 

used to place quantities involving specific area on a common basis (  is the void fraction of 

the packed column).  Interface area per passage volume will be used here since the fraction of 

solid material involved brings in differences between technologies that may well be open to 

improvement and therefore would cloud comparisons. 

 

 

2.1. Dilute solute approximation 

 Ordinary differential equations in x  for the bulk mole fraction of solute in each phase 

govern the mass transfer.  These are subject to continuity of flux and solute equilibrium at the 

phase interface and the imposed bulk mole fraction values at the inlets.  Solution requires 

numerical computation in general where flow rates, mass transfer coefficients or physical 

properties may vary with x .  When the solute is present in dilute concentrations neither flow 

rates nor physical properties are altered significantly by species transfer and, for constant 

mass transfer coefficients, an analytical solution is possible.  For the rotating spiral and 

packed column, constant mass transfer coefficients along the contacting direction is a 

reasonable approximation.  In rotating packed beds, however, average velocity, centrifugal 

acceleration and, consequently, the mass transfer coefficients, vary in the contacting (radial) 

direction.  Rotating packed bed analysis is taken up at the end of the section. 

 Also for a dilute solute, the phase equilibrium curve has constant slope (Sf  ) so 

CSS YfY         (1) 

(Subscripts ‘C ’ and ‘ S’ are used throughout to designate a cleaned or solvent phase 

property, respectively.)  A single overall mass transfer coefficient (CK ) in terms of those for 

the individual cleaned and solvent phases (Ck and Sk ) can be used: 

1
1

 

1















CSS
C kkf

K      (2) 

The resulting differential equation for bulk solute mole fraction in the cleaned phase is 

 CBCBPC
CB

CCBC YYaK
dx

dY
un       (3) 
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This represents the balance between convection of solute along x  and transfer to the solvent 

phase.  Subscript ‘B’ designates a bulk property and the group CCBCun   is molar flow rate of 

the cleaned phase per unit passage section area in terms of cleaned phase molar density (Cn ), 

cleaned phase average velocity (CBu ) and fraction of the passage section (C ) occupied by 

the cleaned phase.  On the right hand side,  *
SSBCB fYY  is the adjusted bulk solvent phase 

solute mole fraction, which serves to remove the mole fraction jump at the phase interface 

and thereby eliminates direct appearance of interface mole fractions.  

 The bulk mole fraction in the solvent phase at any position x  is determined from that 

in the cleaned phase using overall solute balance: 

       
S

CBCB
SBSB q

YxY
YxY

0
0


     (4) 

where Sq  is the ratio of the molar flow rates of the two phases: 

   
 

CCBC

CSBS
S un

un
q





1

      (5) 

Taking the flow rates and the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient, PCaK , as 

constant, Eq. 3 can be integrated (e.g. Sherwood et al., 1975) from x  = 0 to L  to give 

   
CB

CBCB

CCBC

PC

Y

YLY

un

LaK





0


    (6) 

where   
   

    0ln

0

CBCB

CBCB
CB YLY

YLY
Y




    with    CBCBCB YYY    

Eq. 6 is the usual relation used to determine the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient 

from measurements of flow rates and bulk solute mole fractions in the inlet and outlet 

streams of each phase.  Since the specific interface area (Pa ) is generally unknown, usually 

CK  cannot be reliably determined experimentally.  Neither can individual volumetric mass 

transfer coefficients, unless one of them clearly dominates the mass transfer resistance.  For 

the rotating spiral, however, haP 1  (where h  is channel height) is an excellent 

approximation for the experimental conditions used here.   

It will be helpful to recast Eq. 6 in terms of the solute mole fractions at the cleaned 

phase outlet and the solvent phase inlet normalised by the cleaned phase inlet mole fraction: 

   0CBCBC YLYc       0CBSBS YLYc      (7) 
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Cc  then quantifies the degree of purification achieved (e.g. 0Cc  is complete removal of the 

solute and 1Cc  is no solute removed) and Sc  quantifies the purity of the entering solvent 

(normally solute is absent from the entering solvent and 0Sc ).   Eq. 6 can be expressed 

equivalently in terms of these mole fraction parameters, using Eq. 4 with Lx  : 

 















SSSSC

CSSSS

SSCCBC

SSPC

qfcqc

cqfcq

qfun

qfLaK

1
ln

 

1


   (8) 

 

 

2.2. Mass transfer effectiveness 

 Two essential factors affect the mass transfer: the ratio of the phase flow rates and the 

effectiveness of the phase contacting.  The requirement of a sufficient solvent flow rate to 

carry away all of the solute contained in the entering cleaned phase is straightforward, while 

the contacting effectiveness is dependent on the complexities of the two-phase flow produced 

in each particular device.  It is important to have a precise measure of this effectiveness so 

equipment can be compared and improved. 

 If there is insufficient flow of solvent relative to that of the cleaned phase only a 

fraction of the solute in the entering cleaned phase can be removed.  The critical solvent 

molar flow rate, for which the cleaned phase exits in equilibrium with the entering solvent 

phase, may be expressed relative to the cleaned phase molar flow rate using Eq. 4 evaluated 

at Lx   and with  0)0( CBSSB YfY  : 

SS

C
S cf

c
q





1

     (9) 

The negative sign in front of Sq  arises since the cleaned phase flow rate is positive but the 

solvent phase flow rate is negative for counter-current flow.  For pure solvent, Eq. 9 reduces 

to the important constraint on the phase flow rate ratio,  

    CSS cqf  1        (10)  

The parameter on the left hand side is referred to as the stripping factor in desorption work 

and absorption factor in absorption work (e.g. Edmister, 1957).  The factor SSqf   has 

precisely the same role in the equations regardless of the direction of transfer and here the 

general term ‘normalised flow rate ratio’ is used, ‘normalised’ referring to the factor of Sf  .  

Eq. 10 shows directly that removal of a solute with a large value of Sf   will require a 
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relatively small flow of solvent, while one with a small value of Sf   will require relatively 

large solvent flow.  Violating the inequality simply means there is insufficient flow of solvent 

to remove the solute from the cleaned phase to the required value of Cc , and the best that can 

be achieved with counter-current flow is in that case 

SSC qfc 1    ( 10  SSqf )  (11) 

For example, if 7.0 SSqf  the lowest Cc  can reach is 0.3. 

The second factor affecting mass transfer is the contacting effectiveness and a 

measure that quantifies this is needed.  MacInnes et al. (2012) use the volume flow rate of the 

cleaned phase per passage volume required for one equilibrium stage,  referred to as the 

specific throughput, C .   In terms of the equilibrium stage length, e , specific throughput is 

then given by 

     
e

CCB
C

u




      (12) 

The larger the specific throughput at a given value of SSqf   the smaller the passage volume, 

and hence device volume, needed to purify a given cleaned phase throughput.  The relation 

for the equilibrium stage length is derived directly from Eq. 6 by taking 0x  to represent an 

arbitrary position along the contacting and replacing L  by e .  By definition of equilibrium 

stage length,    eCSS YfY  0  ; using this and overall mole balance ( Eq. 4 with ex  ), 

    
 

 SS

SSSS

PC

CCBC
e qf

qfqf

aK

un





1

ln     (13)  

and substitution into Eq. 12 gives the relation for specific throughput: 

   
 

 SSSS

SS

C

PC
C qfqf

qf

n

aK





ln

1
     (14)  

Since C  is throughput per equilibrium stage volume, it does not represent throughput per 

device size, which depends also on the number of stages required.  The number of stages is 

given by eLN  , which can be seen to differ from C  precisely by a factor of mean 

residence time of the cleaned phase: 

     
CCB

mC u

L
t


      (15)   

Thus, the product of Eqs. 14 and 15, using Eq. 8 to express the mass transfer coefficient, 

gives a relation for N  in terms of purity parameters Cc  and Sc : 
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SSSSC

CSSSS

SS
mCC qfcqc

cqfcq

qf
tN

1
ln

ln

1
  (16) 

This shows clearly that the number of stages required to achieve a given purity depends on 

the choice of the flow rate ratio.  As SSqf   increases, Eq. 14 gives a decreasing C  but Eq. 

16 gives a decreasing number of stages to achieve a given purification (Cc ).  In order to 

compare performance at different flow rate ratios ( SSqf  ) it is therefore necessary to specify 

the purification to be reached (as well as the solvent purity, Sc ) and look at the throughput 

per total passage volume, given by: 

  1

1
ln

1





























SSSSC

CSSSS

SS

SS

C

PCC
CN qfcqc

cqfcq

qf

qf

n

aK

N
 (17) 

It is helpful to plot this function to make clear the effect of SSqf   on this ‘total’ specific 

throughput.  For constant CPC naK , 0Sc and normalising CN  by   CN  (the limit as 

 SSqf ), Fig. 2 shows (solid curves) the change with SSqf   for the three purification 

values, Cc = 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001.  For reference, the individual changes in C and N  with 

SSqf   are also plotted.  As the normalised flow rate ratio is decreased towards Cc1  (Eq. 

10) the total specific throughput is increasingly attenuated by the rapidly increasing number 

of stages to reach the specified purification, with only slight moderation from the increasing 

C  level.   

On the other hand, high flow rate ratios require excessive solvent flow rate.  The 

precise optimum for SSqf  , for a given phase and solvent system, will depend on the values 

of the purity parameters, on how CPC naK changes with SSqf   and on economic factors 

external to the contacting operation itself and must be determined for each situation 

individually.  However, a value in the range 2 SSqf  to 6 would seem reasonable for the 

trade-off between device size (total specific throughput) and solvent cost (flow rate ratio).  

For example, Cc = 0.1 allows 70 to 90% of the maximum possible total specific throughput to 

be reached in that range of solvent flow rate.  
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Figure 2.  Trade-off between specific throughput and solvent flow rate for three different 

purification values. 

 

 

2.3. Purification formula 

Eq. 16 relates parameters of primary physical significance in a single relation.  

Rearranging this to express explicitly the purification, Cc , as a function of specific 

throughput, mean residence time, solvent inlet purity and normalised flow rate ratio gives 

(Edmister, 1957): 

  
  

  mCC

mCC

t
SSSS

t
SSSSSSSS

C
qfqf

qfqfcqcq
c 








1
   (18)   

The number of stages has been expressed in terms of specific throughput and residence time, 

i.e. as mCCt , so the effect of improved contacting (C ) can be distinguished from merely 

increasing residence time (mCt ).  Only increasing the specific throughput reduces device size; 

increasing the residence time at fixed C  to improve purification always increases device 

size.  At a given value of SSqf  , increasing mCCt  improves the purification, independent 

of whether this is the result of larger residence time or larger specific throughput.  The flow 

rate ratio produces a rapid rise in Cc  as SSqf  falls below the minimum value satisfying Eq. 

10, i.e. when there is insufficient solvent flow rate to remove all of the entering solute.  

1
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(These characteristics are shown later in Fig. 6 where Eq. 18 is plotted with experimental 

data.)  

 

 

2.4. Co-current flow 

It is worth noting that with co-current flow it is still possible, with sufficient solvent 

flow, to purify a solute-carrying stream.  Eq. 6 applies equally to co- and counter-current 

flow, but with co-current flow the solvent inlet is now at 0x  rather than at Lx   (Fig. 1), 

the flow rate ratio is positive and the normalised mole fraction of the entering solvent phase is  

    00 CBSBS YYc       (19) 

Using this definition in Eq. 6 leads to the co-current flow relation for Cc ,    

 
SS

SSSS
C qf

ecqeqf
c







1

11 

      (20)   

  is just the left hand side of Eq. 8 and, as there, represents the effectiveness of the 

contacting.  The lowest Cc  can be at a given value of SSqf   is given by the limit as  , 

which from Eq. 20 is  SSC qfc  11  for a solute-free inlet solvent stream.  This limit 

corresponds to the two phases exiting the contacting at equilibrium.  

 

 

2.5. Rotating packed beds 

In the case of a rotating packed bed, the geometry is cylindrical with flow in the radial 

direction through a bed with axial height H  extending from an inner radius Ir  to an outer 

radius Or .  The formulas given in the preceding sections are in some cases different for this 

cylindrical geometry since section area varies in the flow direction.  The average radial 

velocity varies with radial position as does the tangential component, which is non-zero due 

to the rotating packing.  These variations can be expected to produce associated variations in 

the volumetric mass transfer coefficients and analytical solution is not possible.  The usual 

practice is to treat the mass transfer coefficient as constant and consider the resulting formula 

to involve an effective mass transfer coefficient. Since the average velocity and section area 

vary, it is convenient to express the flow in terms of the constant volume flow rate of the 

cleaned phase, AuQ CCBC  , where rHA 2 , which gives in place of Eq. 6 (e.g. Chiang et 

al., 2009):   
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   (21) 

So Eq. 8 becomes 

  
















SSSSC

CSSSS

SSCC

SSIOPC

qfcqc

cqfcq

qfQn

qfrrHaK

1
ln

1 22
  (22)  

The volumetric mass transfer coefficient, PCaK , appearing in these two equations is the 

effective one defined as 

     


O

I

r

r

PC
IO

PC rdraK
rr

aK  
2

22
    (23)   

where PCaK  is the local value that depends on radial position in the bed.  The formulas for 

specific throughput (Eq. 14), number of stages (Eq. 16) and consequently for total specific 

throughput (Eq. 17) are unchanged, as are those for Cc  (Eqs. 18 and 20), provided   is taken 

as the left hand side of Eq. 22 and the mean residence time is defined as 

    
 

C

IO
mC Q

rrH
t

22 



     (24)  

 

   

3. Experiment 

 The apparatus used here is the rotating spiral device described in MacInnes and 

Zambri (2015) that allows contacting of two immiscible fluid phases in a channel with a 

rectangular section of height 1.5 mm, width 4.0 mm and length 0.91 m.  The spiral makes 

approximately 5.5 revolutions, with the ends at radial positions of 16.5 mm and 36.7 mm 

(measured to the outer wall of the channel).  The fluids are transferred to and from the 

rotating unit using pairs of lip seals linked to holes in a rotating shaft on which the spiral is 

mounted.  The spiral channel is milled into a PEEK element, along with holes connecting the 

spiral ends to those in the shaft, and is closed using a toughened circular glass plate to allow 

optical access.  Heat from both seal and bearing friction is moderated by water flow through 

additional holes in the shaft, connected using a further two lip seal pairs.  Adjusting the 

cooling water flow rate allows temperature in the spiral channel to be changed. 
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Figure 3.  Schematic of the apparatus. 

 

 The flow system is as shown in Fig. 3.  The liquid is driven from a bottle contained in 

a pressure pot up through a dip tube leading through a needle valve; gas is supplied from lab 

compressed air.  The liquid exits to atmospheric pressure and this, with the centrifugal 

hydrostatic change and frictional losses back to the outer end of the spiral channel, determine 

the liquid pressure there.  The gas pressure at this position must match this pressure and is 

adjusted using REG 1, with the required gas flow rate achieved by adjustment of the 

downstream gas needle valve.  The filter shown in Fig. 3 allows water to condense from the 

exit gas as it adjusts from the relatively warm spiral temperature to that of the lab.  This 

avoids possible obstruction of the gas needle valve. 

 In the experiments here, mass transfer characteristics are determined using desorption 

of organic solute species from dilute solutions with water into air.  The four different solute 

species ethanol, acetonitrile, acetone and butanone are used at three different contacting 

temperatures (24, 30 and 49 °C), the temperatures in the spiral being set using cooling water 

flow rate and determined indirectly using the method described in MacInnes and Zambri 

(2015).  Absolute pressure on the spiral is expected to vary along the length by less than 1.5% 

and this pressure is determined by a hydrostatic calculation working back from the liquid 

outlet to the outer end of the spiral, as described in the same reference.  It is closely the same 

for all tests, varying only as a result of the minor variation in liquid density due to outlet 

liquid composition differences.  The different temperatures, however, give considerably 

REG 1

SPIRAL
CHANNEL



PRESSURE
POT

REG 2

N2

LIQUID
OUT

GAS
OUT

COMP
AIR

FILTER
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different values of Sf   for a given solute in the water-air system and also affect phase 

properties. 

All of the tests are made at a rotation rate of 3200 rpm, for which the liquid layer is 

known to remain reasonably uniform in thickness with relatively minor meniscal rise.  At this 

rotation rate and for pure water, the model presented in MacInnes and Zambri (2015) (which 

agreed with measurements of minimum liquid layer thickness and critical refraction position 

on the interface) produces the interface shape shown in Fig. 4 in the cross-section of the 

experimental channel.  The small amounts of solutes added to the water in the experiments 

should not greatly change the surface tension and contact angles with the end walls and, 

hence, the interface shape shown.  The figure shows a liquid layer thickness of 120 m 

(measured at its minimum).  This corresponds to a water flow rate of approximately 13 

mL/min, which is at the upper end of the range used in the experiments.  Reducing the liquid 

flow rate simply shifts the shape closer to the outer wall.    At the lowest liquid flow rate of 

about 0.2 mL/min used here, the minimum thickness of the liquid layer is below 20 m, 

according to the measurements of MacInnes and Zambri (2015).  In that case, the thickness of 

the liquid layer is of similar thickness to the line used to draw the interface in Fig. 4 leaving 

the liquid to flow almost entirely in the corner regions under the menisci. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  Computed interface shape for air-water contacting at 3200 rpm, represented to 
scale and for a liquid layer with minimum thickness 120 m. 
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3.1. Physical properties 

The four different solute species and the three different temperatures are combined to 

produce seven ‘phase and solute systems’ giving values of Sf   spanning the range 

62.0  Sf .  These combinations are listed in Table 1 together with the physical properties 

needed to characterise the phase and solute properties for both the experimental analysis and 

the wide-channel model calculations.  Sf   values have been determined using the modified 

Raoult’s law with activity coefficients determined using the UNIQUAC model (Anderson 

and Prausnitz, 1978).  The equilibrium curves thus generated are not precisely linear.  

However, fitting a line to each true curve deviated by typically less than about 3% rms over 

the range of composition used in the experiments.  The table lists for each solute the 

maximum liquid mole fraction, i.e. that in the liquid feed,  0CY .   The decreasing liquid inlet 

mole fraction with increasing Sf   ensures the solute remains dilute in both phases. 

 

Table 1.  Physical properties of the seven experimental phase and solute systems. 

Solute 
spiralT  

(°C) 
Sf    0CY  C  

 

 (kg/m3) 

S  
 

(kg/m3) 

C  
 

(10-3 

Pa s) 

S  
 

 (10-5 

Pa s) 

CD  
 

 (10-9 

m2/s) 

SD  
 

 (10-6 

m2/s) 

Ethanol 30 0.232 0.050 978 2.06 1.19 1.85 1.53 7.11 
Ethanol 49 0.651 0.050 966 1.93 0.668 1.94 2.36 7.92 

Acetonitrile 30 0.812 0.030 985 2.07 0.843 1.85 1.58 7.79 
Acetone 24 1.15 0.020 986 2.11 1.02 1.83 1.15 5.93 

Acetonitrile 49 1.84 0.030 976 1.94 0.579 1.94 2.43 8.66 
Acetone 49 3.83 0.020 978 1.94 0.632 1.94 2.07 6.67 
Butanone 49 5.50 0.015 973 1.94 0.551 1.94 1.77 5.92 

 

 

Properties of the gas are those for perfect dilution (i.e. for dry air) determined using 

kinetic theory approximations; density and viscosity are calculated using the ideal gas law 

and the Sutherland approximation, respectively.  Gas phase diffusion coefficients are 

calculated using the formula in Fuller et al. (1969).  The liquid phase properties are 

determined for the inlet mixture composition.  Values of density and viscosity for each liquid 

inlet composition are taken from experimental data available in the literature (Khattab et al., 
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2012; Saleh et al., 2006; Thomas and McAllister, 1957), although density and viscosity in the 

case of butanone is determined from pure component values using a volume mixing rule.  

Finally, solute diffusion coefficients are estimated using the Wilke and Chang (1955) 

correlation with association factor equal to 2.26 (Hayduk and Laudie, 1974).  

 

 

3.2. Composition measurement 

 Solute mole fraction in the feed liquid is known from accurate preparation of the 

solutions and the values are those listed in Table 1.  The mole fraction in the entering air 

stream is zero and so only the outlet solute mole fractions are required to complete the 

composition information required to calculate PCaK  values using Eq. 6.  In the experiments, 

the liquid phase outlet composition is measured and outlet gas phase composition is 

determined from solute mole balance (Eq. 4 with Lx  ).   Samples were collected in vials 

downstream of the liquid outlet from the spiral.  When a new flow condition was set in the 

tests, sufficient time was allowed for the composition in the entire downstream passage to 

reach steady state, before collecting a sample.  This time was determined by extensive tests at 

different liquid and gas flow rates and for all of the phase and solute systems, in which 

samples were collected at different times following a large change in gas flow rate to produce 

an approximate step change in liquid outlet composition.  In all cases the steady state mole 

fraction value at the sampling point was achieved to within a few percent by 12 of the 

residence times CCC QV , where CV  = 1.6 mL is the estimated downstream passage 

volume.  At the lowest flow rates, the time to reach steady state was as long as 2 hours, but 

more commonly it was less than 10 minutes. 

The mole fraction of each collected sample was measured by a calibrated analytical 

method suited to the particular solute.  The uncertainty in each case was less than 1% of the 

maximum liquid phase mole fraction, although in the case of acetonitrile the uncertainty was 

somewhat greater at 1.4%.  Spectrophotometry was used to determine solute mole fractions 

in the acetone and butanone samples; gas chromatography was used in the case of ethanol 

(thermal conductivity detection) and acetonitrile (flame ionisation detection).  Blanks of 

known composition were in all cases analysed together with actual samples as a check on the 

calibration.  Also, liquid feed composition was confirmed by measurement of a sample 

collected from the supply mixture both at the beginning and at the end of each experimental 

session. 
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3.3. Flow rate measurement 

 The final quantities needed to calculate the mass transfer properties outlined in 

Section 2 are the phase flow rates. These are measured at the outlets using collection over 

time.  In the case of liquid flow, collected mass is determined by weight to calculate the 

liquid volume flow rate, knowing liquid density.  Gas volume from the outlet is collected in 

an upturned graduated cylinder immersed in a sink filled with water (giving flow rate at 

normal pressure and temperature).  The flow rates change with distance along the channel 

due both to solute transfer and to water evaporation, the flow rates of both phases decreasing 

with increasing xposition.  The dilute solute concentrations ensure the change in the flow 

rate associated with solute transfer for either phase remains less than 7%.  The effect of water 

evaporation is also generally small, increasing the gas flow rate by less than 7%, the largest 

error at the highest operating temperature (49 °C).  For the liquid flow rate, however, the 

relative change at low liquid flow rates could be very large and results with excessive change 

are excluded from the final data, as described in Section 3.4. 

In all cases, the flow rate values were taken as the average of the inlet and outlet 

values for each phase.  The inlet and outlet values were estimated from the measured outlet 

flow rates using mole balances that assumed the gas to be saturated with water both at the 

exit from the spiral (at the spiral temperature) and at the collection point (lab temperature).  

In these mole balances, the liquid mole density was taken as constant and equal to the 

average of the inlet and outlet values.  Two dimensional computations (ANSIS/Fluent 

Version 16) of the gas flow along the spiral, using a wall boundary condition at a fixed water 

mole fraction to represent the phase interface, showed that the exiting gas reaches complete 

saturation for all gas flow rates.  Since liquid velocity remains far lower than that of the gas, 

treating the interface as a fixed surface does not lead to significant approximation.  Saturation 

at the collection point is ensured by long residence time while exposed to ambient lab 

temperature. 

 

 

3.4. Measurement uncertainty 

The values of either PCaK  or C  determined from the experiment depend on three 

principle measured quantities: the liquid flow rate, the gas flow rate and the bulk solute mole 
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fraction in the exiting liquid.  (The gas flow rate is needed so that Sq  can be determined to 

calculate )0(SBY  from Eq. 4.)  In addition, the value of liquid mole density (Cn ) must be 

known to calculate PCaK  from Eq. 6.  In reaching that equation, constant flow rates and 

properties were assumed whereas the solute transfer together with evaporation of the water 

both cause variation of flow rates and the molar density of the liquid along the channel.  The 

uncertainly associated with flow rate variation can be assessed by recalculating PCaK  using 

flow rates at the phase inlets rather than average values for each data point and noting the 

change.  Similarly, uncertainty associated with liquid mole density was assessed by 

substituting the value for pure water for the average of inlet and outlet mole densities.  

Finally, the uncertainty associated with solute mole fraction in the outlet liquid stream was 

determined by noting the change when the measured mole fraction was increased by one 

standard deviation of the corresponding calibration data from the fitting function.  The 

changes associated with flow rates and with mole fraction measurement were the principal 

sources of uncertainty and were greatest at low values of liquid flow rate, affecting data at 

high values of SSqf  .  All data for which the change associated with any one of the above 

tests exceeded 12% were excluded from the final data.  This figure is considered to be a 

conservative estimate of the maximum uncertainty in the data presented for mass transfer 

coefficient and specific throughput.  

 

 

4. Results 

 For each of the seven different phase and solute systems in Table 1, the solute mole 

fraction at the liquid outlet was measured over a range of cleaned phase (liquid) flow rates, 

CQ , at each of three different solvent (gas) flow rates: SQ = 1.3, 3.0 and 6.2 NL/min.  Fig. 5 

shows plots of the measured normalised values of liquid outlet mole fraction (the purification,

Cc ) as a function of CQ  for each of the three solvent flowrates, together with analytical 

solutions at corresponding conditions for an infinitely wide channel (MacInnes et al., 2012).  

The symbols are experimental points and the model is shown as dashed curves shaded dark to 

light with increasing solution flow rate. 

In all cases, decreasing the cleaned phase flow rate leads to improved purity, i.e. 

smaller Cc .  A lower cleaned phase flow rate relative to the fixed solvent flow rate ensures 

both adequate solvent supply and purer bulk solvent at any position along the contacting.  As 
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expected, the cleaned phase flow rate producing a given level of purification (Cc ) at a given 

solvent flow rate increases with Sf   since the same amount of solvent can hold more solute as 

Sf   increases.  Similarly, the cleaned phase flow rate at fixed purification increases with the 

solvent flow rate.  These trends are found for both the experiment and the model calculation.  

However, the model gives a less pronounced change both with solvent flow rate and with Sf  , 

differences that must certainly be caused by the effects of the end walls present in the 

experimental spiral channel but not in the model that applies to infinite channel width 

(vertical direction in Fig. 4).  The results show that in the experiment the mass transfer is 

increasingly improved relative to an infinite width channel as Sf   increases.  In the infinite 

width model, the mass transfer coefficients are independent of Reynolds number (MacInnes 

et al., 2012).  Since increasing Sf   corresponds to increasing CQ  for fixed SQ , both the 

Reynolds number of the liquid flow and the liquid layer thickness increase with Sf   and these 

factors clearly can have an effect on the mass transfer.  The greater change in the mass 

transfer with gas flow rate in the experiment also suggests a Reynolds number effect, this 

time associated with the gas phase Reynolds number.  

Plotting the results in terms of the normalised phase flow rate ratio, SSqf  , places 

them into the context of the purification function developed in Section 2.3.    Fig. 6 shows all 

of the data from Fig. 5 plotted in this way along with the purification function (Eq. 18), with 

0Sc  as is appropriate and for values of mCCt  = 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4 and 12.8.  The data 

are plotted as circles with solvent flow rate distinguished by shading: dark to light with 

increasing SQ .  The data respect as they must the lower limit on Cc  imposed by solute mass 

balance at perfect equilibration ( )0()0( CBSSB YfY  ), but fan out over a range of the parameter 

mCCt  and hence purification.  One might be tempted to judge the success of the contacting 

for any given test in terms of the value of mCCt  achieved.  However, as mentioned in 

Section 2.3, improved purification may simply be the result of allowing a longer residence 

time, mCt , which does not reduce device size unless it is accompanied by an increase in 

specific throughput, C .  At a given value of Sq , the cleaned phase residence time is 

inversely related to solvent phase flow rate.  Since the results are clearly stratified according 

to solvent flow rate and hence residence time, the variation in mCCt  displayed by the data 
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may be largely the result of variation in the residence time and contacting effectiveness 

cannot be easily deduced from the plot. 

The result for the minimum Cc  achievable with co-current flow (Sec. 2.4) is shown as 

a dashed line on the plot.  It is not surprising that the counter-current result for one 

equilibrium stage, i.e. 1 mCCt , would precisely overlie the dashed curve if plotted.   
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Figure 5.  Measured purification (Cc ) at the three fixed gas flow rates as liquid flow rate is 

varied.  The dashed lines, shaded dark to light with increasing gas velocity, are calculations 
using the infinite channel width theory (MacInnes et al., 2012). 
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Figure 6.  All of the data (symbols) plotted in terms of normalised flow rate.  Curves are the 
purification relation (Eq. 18 with 0Sc ).  (The dashed line shows the co-current flow result 

for infinite contacting effectiveness, Eq. 20 for  , where the abscissa is absolute value 

of SSqf  .) 

 

 

4.1. Mass transfer coefficients 

To judge contacting effectiveness, one must look at the specific throughput, C , on 

its own.  From Eq. 14, C  is equal to the product of CPC naK  and a function of SSqf  .  

Thus, at a particular value of SSqf   it is helpful first to examine PCaK  behaviour to 

understand that of C .  Fig. 7 shows the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient results 

at three representative Sf   values plotted as a function of normalised flow rate ratio, SSqf  .  

The circles, diamonds and triangles indicate results for acetone at 49 °C (83.3Sf ), 

acetonitrile at 30 °C ( 812.0Sf ) and ethanol at 30 °C ( 232.0Sf ), respectively, with 

shading indicating solvent flow rate as before (dark to light as SQ increases).  The 

corresponding results for infinite channel width are also plotted for comparison (dashed 

curves, also dark to light as SQ  increases).  Again one sees the more pronounced sensitivity 

of the experimental results to both Sf   and SQ  in relation to the model, but before pursuing 

the causes of these differences the common trends are examined. 
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Figure 7.  Overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient for Sf   = 0.232, 0.812 and 3.83.  

Symbols are experiment for SQ = 1.3, 3.0 and 6.2 NL/min (shaded dark to light with 

increasing gas flow rate).  The dashed curves are the infinite channel results for the same Sf   
and SQ  values as the experiment (again, shaded dark to light with increasing gas flow rate). 

 

 

 Perhaps the principal observation from Fig. 7 is that PCaK  increases with Sf  .  Since 

haP 1  is not changing, CK  must be.  Increasing Sf   will clearly increase the gas phase 

contribution ( SSkf   in Eq. 2) to CK , provided Sk  does not decrease strongly.  At fixed SQ  a 

roughly constant value of gas phase mass transfer coefficient is expected.  The multiplication 

of Sk  by Sf   in Eq. 2 is a direct consequence of using 
CY  as the gas mole fraction variable, 

which in addition to removing the interface jump in mole fraction also decreases the gas 

phase mole fraction gradient in terms of that variable as Sf   increases, since 

  SSC fdydYdydY  .  Thus, CK  must increase with increasing Sf   at fixed SSqf   and 

SQ  simply as a result of the adjusted gas phase mole fraction variable in the bulk mole 

fraction difference, CBCB YY  , used to define it.  A plot of C  would look the same as that 

for PCaK  (Fig. 7) except that the data and curves would be uniformly tilted by the factor of 

flow rate ratio in Eq. 14, which is a decreasing function of  SSqf   (Fig. 2).  Thus, C  also 

increases with Sf   at fixed SSqf   and SQ .   
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 But the increase in PCaK  with Sf   is strong only if the solvent phase mass transfer 

coefficient makes a significant contribution.  The individual mass transfer coefficients can be 

calculated for the wide channel model results and these are shown in Fig. 8 as functions of 

Sf   for the intermediate gas flow rate SQ = 3.0 NL/min, the condition 1 SSqf  and with 

averages of the values listed in Table 1 used for each phase property in the calculation.  The 

individual mass transfer coefficients show a roughly uniform gas phase value, as expected, 

and a decreasing liquid phase value as Sf   increases, also as expected.  The increasing value 

of SSkf   with Sf   that results, however, remains lower than Ck  up to about 4Sf , so the 

liquid phase mass transfer has a relatively minor though increasing influence up to this value 

of Sf   .  Beyond 4Sf  the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient continues to increase but 

does not fully dominate the overall coefficient until well beyond the range of the 

experiments.  This conclusion is not substantially changed for the other gas flow rates or for 

other values of SSqf  .  Sk  and, hence, SSkf   is not affected and Ck  is somewhat increased 

as SSqf   increases and SQ  decreases (both reducing liquid layer thickness).   

The solid diamond symbols in Fig. 8 are the experimental results interpolated to 

1 SSqf .  These show the same pattern of difference from the wide channel calculations as 

in Fig. 7.  Mass transfer is less effective than in the model at low values of Sf  , but more 

effective at high values.  CK  has been determined from the experimental values of PCaK  

using the interface length per volume determined for the calculated shape shown in Fig. 4, 

which is haC 015.1  . 
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Figure 8.  Dependence for infinite channel width of the components of overall mass transfer 
coefficient on Sf   for 1 SSqf  and SQ  = 3.0 NL/m.  Symbols are values interpolated from 

the experimental results and using haC 015.1 . 

  

 

 Turning to the quantitative differences between the finite channel experimental results 

and the infinite channel predictions in Fig. 7, the greater change in the overall mass transfer 

coefficient with both Sf   and SQ  must be a consequence of the end walls, i.e. the top and 

bottom boundaries in Fig. 4.  These interrupt the phase layers and phase interface producing 

two identifiable changes relative to an infinite width channel (MacInnes and Zambri, 2015).  

First, the phase interface is distorted from a surface parallel to the side walls by the contact 

angle enforced at the end wall surfaces.  Fig. 4 shows this effect together with the slight tilt of 

the layer due to gravity.  So it is clear that as the liquid flow rate decreases, and hence also 

the liquid layer thickness decreases, the central part of the layer will become progressively 
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noted that the Reynolds number of the gas flow is far higher than that typical of the liquid 

flow in the experiments, so Coriolis convection is likely to be stronger in the gas phase. 

 With these end-wall effects in mind, some of the deviations in Fig. 7 can begin to be 

understood.  It is helpful to consider the results for 83.3Sf .  For each of the three gas flow 

rates in that case, there is a common pattern: the mass transfer coefficient first increases, 

reaches a peak and then decreases as SSqf   increases.  As SSqf   increases at fixed SQ , the 

liquid flow rate is decreasing and as a consequence the liquid layer thickness is also 

decreasing.  It seems likely, given the effects of the end walls outlined above, that the 

changing liquid layer thickness may help to explain the existence of the observed peak.  The 

liquid layer thickness is considerably smaller over the wide central region of the liquid layer 

than in the corners under the menisci.  In the experiments, the central region ranges in 

thickness from around 20 to 120 m while the meniscus on the glass side rises to a height of 

about 180 m (MacInnes and Zambri, 2015).  So it seems clear that the mass transfer 

effectiveness, which is dependent on the inverse of thickness, will be significantly larger in 

the central region than in the corners even though the later are helped by Coriolis convection.  

Thus, as SSqf   increases, the liquid phase mass transfer coefficient rises as a result of the 

decreasing liquid layer thickness, but with continued increase in SSqf   the thinning central 

layer passes a decreasing fraction of the liquid flow and eventually the liquid phase mass 

transfer coefficient falls as it is increasingly dominated by the poor mass transfer in the 

corner regions.   

 The position of the peak, again for 83.3Sf ,  shifts to higher SSqf   as  SQ  

increases.  This supports the idea that a particular value of liquid layer thickness determines 

the peak.  At higher SQ  and since the gas flow rate does not greatly affect liquid layer 

thickness (MacInnes and Zambri, 2015), the liquid flow rate must be the same at the peak 

regardless of the gas flow rate.  But this corresponds to the peak moving to larger SSqf   as 

SQ  increases, as observed.  While the same rise and fall in mass transfer coefficient is not 

clear in the case of the other two Sf   values shown in Fig. 7, these may simply not span the 

required range of SSqf  .  Just as SQ  shifts the peak, decreasing Sf   at fixed SQ  corresponds 

to a lower SSqf   at the liquid phase flow rate of the peak. 

 The above argument assumes that the individual liquid phase mass transfer coefficient 

has a significant effect on the overall coefficient.  This was the case for the relatively large 
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value of Sf   considered above, at least at 1 SSqf  according the wide channel results 

shown in Fig. 8.  A similar plot can be made over the range of SSqf  that covers the 

experiments and this is shown in Fig. 9 for the three particular Sf   values from Fig. 7.  Again, 

it is clear that for the largest value of Sf   the liquid phase mass transfer can make a significant 

contribution to the overall coefficient, although the contribution diminishes with increasing 

SSqf  .  The smallest value of Sf  , on the other, would be judged to have an overall 

coefficient that is unaffected by the individual liquid phase coefficient over the entire range 

of SSqf  .  Thus, at the smaller values of Sf   one may expect a less pronounced peak or even 

the absence of the peak.  However, this does not take account of the effects of finite channel 

width.  In particular, the gas phase Coriolis convection is expected to increase the gas phase 

mass transfer coefficient significantly.  In Figs. 8 and 9 therefore, SS fk   will be shifted 

upwards and Ck  will make a larger contribution to the overall mass transfer coefficient. 

 

 

Figure 9.  Variation with normalised flow rate ratio of individual mass transfer coefficients 
for infinite channel width.  Plots for the three Sf   values in Fig. 7 with fixed SQ = 3.0 

NL/min. 
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Such a plot is possible using the liquid layer thickness measurements of MacInnes and 

Zambri (2015) for the same channel and at the same rotation rate as in the experiments here.  

The layer thickness is that at the minimum point in the layer, referred to as Lh .  The layer 

thickness data for a wide range of liquid viscosity were shown to collapse well as a function 

of LLQ , where subscript ‘ L ’ designates liquid phase quantities.  Essentially, the driving 

centrifugal body force dominates the liquid flow and, for a fixed liquid layer thickness, an 

increasing viscosity requires a decreasing liquid flow rate in order for viscous shear stress at 

the channel walls to balance body force on the liquid.  Appendix A presents a function 

 LLL Qh   that fits the layer thickness data. 

This function allows the liquid layer thickness associated with each data point to be 

determined using the measured flow rate for that point and the appropriate viscosity value 

from Table 1.  In place of PCaK , SPC faK   is used to remove approximately the dependence 

on Sf  .  Fig. 10 shows the resulting dependence of overall mass transfer coefficient on liquid 

layer thickness for data at all seven values of Sf   and the three different values of solvent 

(gas) flow rate, indicated in terms of the corresponding values of solvent Reynolds number, 

SSSS wQ Re  (as defined in MacInnes et al., 2012, with w the 4 mm channel width).  

Strikingly, the data generally align quite well, with a peak falling at a liquid layer thickness of 

around 80 to 90 m, for this channel, these phase and solute properties and the rotation rate 

(3200 rpm) of these results.  The points at large Lh  that lie well above the clustered data 

correspond curiously to data at the lower temperatures (points for Sf  = 0.232, 0.812 and 

1.15).  The higher surface tension at lower temperature would result in a greater meniscus 

height and perhaps the liquid layer thickness corresponding to the peak position is 

corresponding increased.  Further shifts are evident as a consequence of solvent Reynolds 

number, which changes the strength of the Coriolis convection in the solvent phase and 

consequently the relative importance of the liquid phase mass transfer processes that 

determine the peak. 
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Figure 10.  All data for normalised non-dimensional overall volumetric mass transfer 
coefficient plotted as a function of liquid phase Reynolds number.  Symbols are shaded 
according to gas phase Reynolds number.  Data points for Sf  = 0.232, 0.812 and 1.15 are 

shown with grey outlines. 
 

 

4.2. Relative performance 

The previous sections have established the mass transfer characteristics of the 

experimental spiral operated over a range of solute properties and flow rates.  These mass 

transfer data make it possible now to assess the performance of rotating spiral contacting 

relative to alternative methods of counter-current contacting.  Two alternative methods are 

considered: the packed column and the rotating packed bed, the former is in widespread use 

in industry and the latter is a variant using rotation of a packed volume to achieve augmented 

body force.  The packed column data of Houston and Walker (1950) spans a similar range of 

Sf   in the same phase system as here (water-air) and represents a wide range of both gas and 

liquid flow rates.  Published results for rotating packed beds involve a range of packing types 

and, again for the water-air system, results spanning a range of Sf   and flow rates are 

assembled from Liu et al. (1996), Chen and Liu (2002), Lin et al. (2004), Lin and Chien 

(2008), Chiang et al. (2009) and Hsu and Lin (2012).  These references are summarised in 

Table 2 where the parameters needed to convert the reported mass transfer coefficient values 

to specific throughput values using the relations in Section 2 are listed.   
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Table 2.  Conditions for the packed column and rotating packed bed data used in the 
performance comparison.  (f   is the equilibrium ratio of gas phase and liquid phase solute 
mole fractions.) 
 

Reference Solute  (f  )  T  Packing   Mode 

Packed column data 

Houston & 
Walker 
(1950) 

ethanol   (0.322) 
methanol   (0.282) 
ammonia   (1.08) 
acetone   (2.52) 

27 °C 
Raschig 

rings 
0.72 absorption 

Rotating packed bed data 

Liu et al. 
(1996) 

ethanol  (0.220) 20 °C 
rectangular 

solids 
0.53 desorption 

Chen & Liu 
(2002) 

isopropyl alcohol   (0.612) 
acetone   (2.37) 

ethyl acetate   (7.47) 
25 °C beads 0.40 absorption 

Lin et al. 
(2004) 

isopropyl alcohol   (0.612) 
ethyl acetate   (7.47) 

25 °C wire mesh 0.96 absorption 

Lin & 
Chien 
(2008) 

ethanol   (0.290) 
acetone   (2.37) 

ethyl acetate   (7.47) 
25 °C 

wire mesh 
blades 

0.99 absorption 

Chiang et 
al. (2009) 

ethanol   (0.389) 30 °C wire mesh 0.94 absorption 

Hsu & Lin 
(2012) 

methanol   (0.275) 
1-butanol   (0.663) 

25 °C 
wire mesh 

blades  
0.99 absorption 

 

 

Most of these studies are for absorption and the formulas in Section 2 used in the 

present desorption experiments continue to apply, although the cleaned phase is now air and 

the solvent phase water, so Sf   and Sq  become ratios of liquid to gas values rather than gas to 

liquid as for desorption; overall mass transfer coefficient and specific throughput are in terms 

of gas phase quantities not liquid phase ones.  Direct comparison of results for absorption and 

desorption involving different solutes and operating conditions requires some care.  For 

desorption, the increasing specific throughput with increasing Sf  , associated with the 

decreasing gas flow rate required, can be adjusted approximately by dividing specific 

throughput by Sf   (as was done with mass transfer coefficient in Fig. 10).  In the case of 

absorption, where the cleaned phase is the gas, no adjustment is needed since the increasing 
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liquid flow with decreasing Sf   needed to remove the solute does not greatly affect passage 

volume since the liquid always occupies a minor fraction of the passage. 

A further adjustment to specific throughput is needed to allow direct comparison of 

absorption and desorption results.  The gas and the liquid phases have very different densities 

and so the volume flow rate used in the specific throughput will be inherently larger for 

absorption since the cleaned phase is the gas.  This difference is easily removed by using 

mole flow rates rather than volume flow rates.  So the final normalised total specific 

throughputs allowing comparisons across different devices, conditions and mass transfer 

modes are CNCn   (absorption) and SCNC fn   (desorption).  In the comparisons, 90% 

removal of the solute ( 1.0Cc ) is used to fix the number of equilibrium stages, on which 

total specific throughput depends.  Fig. 2 shows that the results will not be greatly changed 

were other purification values considered. 

 Fig. 11 shows total specific throughput (Eq. 17), modified as just described, plotted 

against normalised flow rate ratio for all of the rotating spiral data from the present study and 

the packed column and rotating packed bed data from the references in Table 2.  The spiral 

data are the dark circles and are approximately collapsed by the modified total specific 

throughput, a consequence probably of relative insensitivity of mass transfer in the spiral to 

convective effects.  For data violating Eq. 10, it is impossible to achieve the required level of 

purity ( 1.0Cc ) and so data for which SSqf  is less than 9.01  Cc  cannot be plotted.  

Indeed as the spiral data approach this limit value they decrease rapidly towards zero specific 

throughput as a consequence of an increasingly large number of stages required to reach 

1.0Cc  (Fig. 2).   

The packed column data are shown as grey diamonds and, unlike those of the rotating 

spiral, spread widely both horizontally and vertically.  The horizontal spread, extending to 

normalised flow rate ratio values exceeding 100, simply indicates that data were taken for 

flow rate ratios corresponding to highly wasteful solute use, those for say 10 SSqf .  The 

scatter in the vertical direction is principally associated with the gas flow rate used, the larger 

the gas flow rate the greater the specific throughput, with the topmost data nearing the 

theoretical flooding limit (Sherwood et al., 1938).  This sensitivity to gas flow rate is typical 

in reported data for packed columns (e.g. Onda et al., 1968) and highlights an inherent 

weakness of contacting schemes that allow the phases to mix: a large relative velocity 

between the phases is crucial for producing the small droplet (or bubble) sizes and the strong 
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convective motions needed to promote effective mass transfer, but this relative velocity is 

restricted by the equilibrium constraint on the ratio of phase flow rates, flooding and the 

requirements of good liquid distribution over the packing.  From Fig. 11, the present rotating 

spiral channel gives several times greater total specific throughput than the packed column in 

the vicinity of the expected flow optimum, i.e. around 4 SSqf . 

 

 

Figure 11.  Normalised total specific throughput computed from the experimental data taken 
over a range of phase and solute systems and phase flow rates for the rotating spiral, packed 
column and rotating packed beds. 
 

 

Over the top of the other data are lightly-shaded squares representing the data for 

rotating packed beds.  A similar proportion of the data as for the packed column are at 

10 SSqf , hence using excessive solvent flow rate.  Interestingly, for some of the studies 

in this range of large SSqf   (Chiang et al., 2009 and Chen and Liu, 2002) the total specific 

throughput greatly exceeds that of the packed bed, but as flow rate ratio drops below 

10 SSqf  the rotating packed bed performance is similar to that of the static packed 

column.  Only one study shows a specific throughput below 10 SSqf  that is comparable 

with those for the current rotating spiral.  Two points of Chen and Liu (2002) fall in this 

range and achieve a specific throughput just 40% lower than for the rotating spiral. 

Since all of the packed bed data (whether for a rotating or a static bed) shown on the 

plot are for absorption, the gas phase is the cleaned phase in each case and the excessive 
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normalised flow rate ratios therefore correspond to gas flow rates that are far too small in 

relation to the liquid flow rates being used.  This becomes a problem when separation is 

attempted for a solute that favours the liquid phase at equilibrium, say ethanol in the water-air 

system.  Then, for either absorption or desorption of the solute, the gas flow rate must be 

relatively large.  In the case of absorption, failing to achieve that large gas flow simply means 

excessive use of solvent as is the case for the results of Chiang et al. (2009) for absorption of 

ethanol with a rotating packed bed.  But for desorption, a too small gas flow rate means 

SSqf   falls below the critical value and separation is not possible, as happens for the results 

of Liu et al. (1996) for desorption of ethanol from water.  The data are taken at around 

004.0 SSqf for which the best possible purification that can be achieved is, from Eq. 11, 

0.996, i.e. only 0.4% of the incoming solute can be removed.  This is nearly identical to the 

purification achieved for co-current flow at the same flow rate ratio (Eq. 20 for  ). 

Finally, it is important to note that the size of the spiral channel can be decreased to 

increase specific throughput.  As mentioned, specific throughput increases inversely with the 

square of channel height.  To compensate for the increase in relative surface tension force at 

smaller scale, one can simply increase the rotation rate.  The stripping distillation of a binary 

mixture reported in MacInnes et al. (2010) is for an experimental spiral channel of height 0.3 

mm rotating at 5000 rpm.  The purification achieved was well captured using individual mass 

transfer coefficients determined by 2D numerical computations (Ortiz-Osorio et al., 2009) 

over the range of possible bulk mole fraction.  Using the computed mass transfer coefficient 

values at dilute concentrations of the most volatile species allows a calculation, just as for the 

other data here, of desorption of the most volatile species from a mixture with the other 

majority species into a gas stream of that majority species.  This calculation results in the 

triangle shown on Fig. 11 which is very near to the factor of 25 increase in specific 

throughput that is expected relative to the present 1.5 mm spiral channel.  Thus, reduction in 

channel size and the resulting reduction in both device size and contacting time scale appears 

to be a straightforward direction of improvement for the rotating spiral. 

 

 

5. Discussion and Conclusions 

 Measurements of desorption of organic solutes from water into air using a rotating 

spiral channel have been presented for a range of water flow rates, air flow rates and solute 

equilibrium characteristics (the slope of the solute equilibrium curve, Sf  ).  These are used to 
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quantify the mass transfer performance of this type of device for the first time.  It is argued 

based on bulk flow relations for continuous contacting that two important parameters drive 

the effectiveness of the mass transfer.  The first is the ratio of the phase flow rates, which 

determines sufficiency of solvent flow, and the second is the specific throughput, which is a 

measure of contacting effectiveness and emerges naturally from bulk relations for 

purification.  

 Results are probed using the analytical solution for an infinitely wide spiral channel 

and it is found that this approximation to the finite width experimental channel captures the 

major trends.  Significant quantitative differences are observed, however, and these are 

interpreted in terms of the changing central liquid layer thickness in relation to the greater 

thickness under the menisci formed at the end walls of the channel.  As the liquid flow rate 

decreases, the liquid layer thickness decreases and an increasing proportion of liquid flow is 

shifted from the main central layer to the corner regions under the menisci.  At first the liquid 

mass transfer is dominated by the good mass transfer in the thin central layer and the mass 

transfer coefficient rises with decreasing liquid flow rate.  Eventually, with further decrease 

in liquid flow rate the increasing proportion of flow in the corner regions, where mass 

transfer is poor, leads to a decreasing mass transfer coefficient, resulting in a peak in mass 

transfer coefficient.  This behaviour is dependent on the liquid phase making a significant 

contribution to the overall mass transfer coefficient and the infinite channel width model, 

which resolves the individual mass transfer coefficients, is used to show that the individual 

liquid mass transfer coefficient can be expected to contribute significantly but to an extent 

that varies with Sf   and gas flow rate. 

Using previous liquid layer thickness measurements in the same experimental spiral 

(MacInnes and Zambri, 2015), the peak in mass transfer coefficient was shown to occur at 

roughly the same layer thickness, and hence liquid flow rate, independent of solute 

equilibrium characteristics or gas phase flow rate.  This independence allows selection of gas 

flow rate to produce the optimum phase flow rate ratio (for any particular solute 

characteristic) at the same time that the mass transfer coefficient is optimum.  For other 

channel aspect ratios, meniscus heights and liquid viscosities than in these experiments, it is 

likely that the peak in specific throughput would continue to be found, although at perhaps 

somewhat different liquid layer thickness.  It is interesting to note that it is also likely that the 

peak position can always be adjusted to occur at the optimum phase flow rate ratio, thus 

simultaneously optimising for device size and solvent cost. 
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The rotating spiral is currently an emerging contacting approach and it is important 

that these new results are placed into the context of existing alternative methods.  For this 

purpose, a modified total specific throughput is used to allow meaningful comparison of 

results taken from different devices and whether absorption or desorption is involved.  This 

total specific throughput is related inversely to device size and processing time scale.  

Comparisons with packed column and rotating packed bed data from the literature shows that 

the present rotating spiral allows device size to be many times smaller than for these 

alternative methods.  Further, the dependence of device volume on the square of channel size 

is demonstrated using previous distillation data from a rotating spiral with a smaller channel 

size than that used here.    

While the wide-channel model of MacInnes et al. (2012) for rotating spiral contacting 

has captured the main trends of the data, significant differences caused by the finite width of 

the experimental channel have been found.  This makes it attractive to include an account of 

the actual finite width channel section in future computations where precise prediction is 

needed.   
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Appendix A 

 Data for liquid layer thickness, given in Fig. 13 of MacInnes and Zambri (2015), can 

be used to develop a correlation for liquid layer thickness (the minimum thickness in the 

layer), Lh , in terms of the product of liquid viscosity and liquid volume flow rate, LLQ .  

The data are for the same channel and rotation rate used in the present experiments, so the 

resulting correlation applies here.  While the thickness data are for a gas flow rate of 1.15 

NL/min, i.e. lower than those used here, the same reference demonstrates the relatively minor 

effect that gas flow rate has on liquid layer thickness at 3200 rpm. 

Fig. A1 shows a plot of the data (symbols) and the collapse with independent 

parameter LLQ  for a range of data spanning two orders of magnitude of liquid viscosity.  A 

reasonable fit is given by the function shown as a solid curve, which is given by 

     06.1843
1

103.5102.6   LLLLL QQh     (A1) 
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The dashed line is the result for the infinitely wide channel, in the case of water viscosity.  

Keeping only the constant term in square brackets in Eq. A1 produces this result, giving 

liquid layer thickness proportional to   31
LLQ .  The finite width channel gives an 

increasingly thinner layer relative to a wide channel as the liquid layer thins, since an 

increasing proportion of the liquid flow is diverted to the corner regions under the menisci. 

 

Figure A1.  Correlation for liquid layer thickness as a function of LLQ  for the experimental 
channel and 3200 rpm rotation rate.  Data from MacInnes and Zambri (2015). 
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